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@soychicka

I'm sorry, but  
 
a) Does this indicate the State Dept. had to pay a
membership fee at Mar-a-Lago? 
 
b) Let's take a look at what the administration was
celebrating on April 13, 2017:

ProPublica
@propublica

Trump staffers helped themselves to top-shelf liquor at a Mar-a-
Lago bar. No one paid that night. 
 
Six days later, Mar-a-Lago billed the State Dept which refused to 
pay. 
 
The tab was then forwarded to the White House which paid for it 
w/ taxpayers' money.propub.li/2VKJYzF

1,660 9:30 PM - May 19, 2019

1,593 people are talking about this

They dropped the GBU-43, the largest non-nuclear bomb in the arsenal in

Afghanistan...
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"Things will work out fine" with Russia, Trump said... and the GOP intelligentsia

continued to remain silent...

Trump signed a resolution that let states control how federal funding for reproductive

health can be spent - so states can totally defund contraception or family planning

centers like Planned Parenthood that may provide abortions 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2017/04/13/behind-closed-doors…

And 8 DHS officials state that the Trump admin is focusing on targeting women with

children more than any other group of undocumented immigrants.
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So what were they celebrating at Mar-a-lago at > 900% markup that night? 

 

Overcompensation with a big bomb? Blowing up the ability of millions of women to

avoid pregnancy or catch cancer early on?

Were they celebrating the start of a new strategy to separate women from their

children, or to refuse entry to women who were pregnant by American citizens after

16h flights - including many who were actually attempting to LEGALLY enter the US?

Or were they celebrating some other new source of revenue that we don't yet know

about?

The one thing I do know - it makes perfect sense that the most popular drink on the

bar tab would be flavorless + charcterless (vodka)... but I'm surprised Vladik hadn't

made sure Donnie had a Russian label on Mar-a-lago's "top shelf" instead of a Polish

extraction.

Just sayin' - this is the retail cost of a mini-bottle of Chopin, which is already >50%

markup. 

 

Maybe we should just give the Trump admin an account at the package store across

the intercoastal - let them go crazy in the parking lot like the rest of their fellow

@_FloridaMan .
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